The Evaluation of Remaining Stress Distribution of Sun Guard Film Due to The Termal Influence Using Photoelasticity Method
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Abstract
Photoelasticity analisis has been conducted to evaluate the distribution of remaining stress on sun guard film caused by termal influence. Heat treatment on sun guard can affect its structural changes, therefore sun guard will experience the distribution of remaining stress changes. The observed variables are the sun guard and temperature variation. The material used are three different type of sun guard, which are: 40%, 60% and 80% and the material will be given heat treatment of 40°C, 60°C and 80°C. Sun guard film has a fringe value of 130770 N/m. From the experiment we obtain isocromatic fringe pattern to determine the fringe order of the material on some coordinates that is used to evaluate the distribution of remaining stress ranging from 0 - 525,99.10^7 N/m^2. The remaining stress of 80% sun guard film disappear faster than the 40% and 60%, this result shows that 80% sun guard film has a better quality than the other types. The greater the sun guard percentage, the better it’s ability to absorb heat.
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